
External Blinds

Product Range



Bartlett Blinds  is a market leader in the 
manufacture of external awnings, providing 

exceptional quality and service Australia Wide for 
over 60 years. 

We supply the quality Bartlett Blinds range 
using only the highest quality materials

 
We are committed to giving you the best 
service and after sales support possible

 Regardless of application, we have a 
Bartlett Blind product to suit your needs



The most traditional and popular of the awning 
designs.  This spring-loaded awning allows the blind to 
be easily raised and lowered to any position, giving you 
the ability to have full control of the sun exposure to your 
home. Automatic awnings are available in a range of arm 
lengths to suit any application.  Whilst it provides your 
home with protection from harsh elements, it also allows 
for cross ventilation to your home.  

Available in mesh, acrylic and canvas.

Indulge and relax in your outdoor retreat. 
Ziptrak Blinds allow you to control airflow, light, and temperature whilst 
remaining connected to nature.  
A fully enclosed specially designed track guided system allows the fabric 
to glide smoothly which gives you the ability to stop at any height. This 
system is simple and safe to operate – no chains, ropes or pulley’s, zips, 
or buckles. With a various range of different options, you can tailor your Ziptrak Blinds to suit any home 
permitting you to expand your living space whilst avoiding costly renovations.  

Available in mesh, acrylic and PVC.

Bartlett Auto Awning 

Ziptrak External Blinds



A timeless verandah blind. This traditional straight drop 
blind is popular for verandah, pergolas, and patios.  It provides 
protection as well as allowing airflow from both sides.   You 
have the option of 3 simple operation systems that can be 
spring, gear or motorised.   With a multitude of variations, 
and versatile installation you can custom design your straight 
drop blind to suit any home and any applications.   

Available in mesh, acrylic , PVC and canvas

A Heavy duty and contemporary design:  
The Pivot Arm awning is suited to both windows and doors. 
Available in geared or motorised this Awning projects away 
from the windows or doors and by adjusting the pivot arms 
pitch you can control the sunlight and shade entering your 
home whilst allowing airflow. 

Available in mesh, acrylic and canvas.

Traditional awnings designed for high windows:  Fixed 
guide awnings are a simple design that operates on guide 
bars which are permanently fixed.    Available in a gear, rope 
and pulley or motorised operations these blinds are suitable 
for second storey applications as well as ground floor.  The 
design of these blinds gives you the option of stopping at any 
height allowing you to control heat and sun entering your 
home.  

Available in mesh, acrylic and canvas.

Sleek and Modern design:  Wire Guide Blinds a simple 
alternative to almost any outdoor application.   The blind 
runs up and down pre-tensioned stainless steel wires.   These 
Wires, which are permanently fixed, act as a guide for the 
base rail.  With the ability to be stopped at any level down 
the guide wires, the wire guide blind lends itself particularly 
well to motorisation.  

Available in mesh, acrylic and canvas

Bartlett Straight Drop

Bartlett Pivot Arm Awning

Bartlett Fixed Guide Awning

Bartlett Wire Guide Blind



Canvas has traditionally been the most popular fabric used for 
awnings.  With 100% block out and long-lasting reputation, 
canvas is the number one choice to block out the sun.  Bartlett 
blinds use quality Australian made canvas.  Our canvas range 
has a vast array of colours and designs to choose from.  
Benefits: 100% UV Block out keeps your home cool in Summer 
for longer.

Woven mesh has style and functionality that you just can’t beat.  This 
revolutionary awning fabric lets in light yet keeps you out of the 
sun.  Woven mesh’s unique design allows you to see through whilst 
filtering out the suns damaging rays and keeping the interior cool. 
Benefits: available in different ranges of block out to tailor to 
your awning needs.

Acrylic is light weight fabric which allows sunlight to penetrate 
through, without enabling you to see through the fabric.  The solution 
dyed acrylic will bring colour and enhance your home.
Benefits: Reduces solar heat gain by up to 90%

Clear and tinted PVC is a popular option for enclosing any outdoor 
entertaining area.  PVC blinds are fully transparent allowing 
unrestricted view whilst blocking out the elements.  These Awnings 
also keep the warmth in during the cooler months allowing you to 
maximise the use of your outdoor area all year round.  Benefits: 
Treated with UV inhibitors to minimise the effect of the sun’s 
harmful rays. 100% protected from the wind and the rain.

Automating your blinds and awnings can simplify a hectic lifestyle.  
Not only can you operate your awnings at the touch of a button, our 
motors are also compatible with Google Home, Amazon Alexa or 
Apple with Siri,  giving you the ability to raise and lower your blinds 
and awnings from anywhere. Our solar powered wind sensors will 
ensure your blinds are safely put away on those windy days. Benefits: 
Ideal for those hard to reach blinds and awnings.

Canvas

Woven Mesh

Acrylic

Clear and Tinted Plastic

Motorisation and Automation:

FABRIC RANGE



Bartlett Blinds
16 Grandlee Drive, 

Wendouree
Victoria, Australia 3355

FREE CALL (Within Australia)
1800 639 966

Phone +61 3 5339 9944
Email info@bartlett.net.au

www.bartlett.net.au


